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ABSTRACT. The F́ary-Milnor Theorem says that any embedding of the circleS1 into R3

of total curvature less than4π is unknotted. More generally, a (finite)graphconsists of a
finite number of edges and vertices. Given a topological type of graphsΓ, what limitations
on the isotopy class ofΓ are implied by a bound on total curvature? Especially:what does
“total curvature” mean for a graph?I shall discuss several natural notions of the total
curvature of a graph. Turning to the problem of isotopy type, I shall then focus on the
notion ofnet total curvatureN (Γ) of a graphΓ ⊂ R3, and outline the proof that ifΓ is
homeomorphic to theθ-graph, thenN (Γ) ≥ 3π; and ifN (Γ) < 4π, thenΓ is isotopic in
R3 to a planarθ-graph. Proofs will be given in full in [GY2].

1. INTRODUCTION: TOTAL CURVATURE

The celebrated F́ary-Milnor theorem states that a curve inRn of total curvature
at most4π is unknotted [Fa], [Mi]. In the present paper, I shall emphasize the
knotting dimensionn = 3. As a key step in his 1950 proof, John Milnor showed
that for a smooth Jordan curveΓ in R3, the total curvature equals one-half the
integral overe ∈ S2 of the numberµ(e) of local maxima of the linear function
〈e, ·〉 alongΓ ([Mi], p. 252). This is equivalent to the definition of total curva-
ture, as the supremum of total curvature of inscribed polygons, whenΓ is only
continuous. The F́ary-Milnor theorem (even forC0 curves) follows, since total
curvature less than4π implies there is a unit vectore0 ∈ S2 so that〈e0, ·〉 has
a unique local maximum, and therefore that this linear function is increasing on
one interval ofΓ and decreasing on the complementary interval. Without changing
the pointwise value of this height function,Γ can be topologically untwisted to a
standard embedding ofS1 into R3. The Fenchel theorem ([Fen]), that any curve
in R3 has total curvature at least2π, also follows from Milnor’s key step, since for
all e ∈ S2, the linear function〈e, ·〉 assumes its maximum somewhere alongΓ,
implying µ(e) ≥ 1. Milnor’s proof is independent from the earlier proof of Istvan
Fáry, which takes a different approach [Fa].

I would like to discuss an extension of these results, replacing the simple closed
curve by a finitegraphΓ in R3. Γ consists of a finite number of points, thevertices,
and a finite number of simple arcs, theedges, which each have as endpoints two of
the vertices. The graphs I shall consider are assumed connected. Thevalenceof a
vertexq is the numberd(q) of edges which haveq as an endpoint. For convenience,
I shall assume in this paper that each edge is of classC2 up to its endpoints. I shall
also assume that at each vertexq, thed(q) unit tangent vectors to the edges ofΓ
are distinct.
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The first difficulty one encounters in attempting to extend the results of Fáry and
Milnor is a substantial one: to understand what is meant by the contribution to total
curvature at a vertex of valenced(q) ≥ 3. Recall that, for a smooth closed curve
Γ, the total curvature is

C(Γ) =
∫

Γ
|~k|ds,

wheres denotes arc length alongΓ and~k is the curvature vectord
2x

ds2 , wherex(s) ∈
R3 denotes the position inR3 at distances along the curve. For a piecewise smooth
curve, that is, a graph with verticesq1, . . . , qN having always valenced(qi) = 2,
the total curvature is readily generalized to

(1) C(Γ) =
N∑

i=1

c(qi) +
∫

Γreg

|~k|ds,

where the integral is taken over the separateC2 edges ofΓ; and wherec(qi) ∈
[0, π] is the exterior angle formed by the two edges ofΓ which meet atqi. That is,
cos(c(qi)) = 〈dx

ds (q+
i ), dx

ds (q−i )〉. The exterior anglec(qi) is the correct contribution
to total curvature, since any sequence of smooth curves converging toΓ in C0, with
C1 convergence on compact subsets of each open edge, includes a small arc near
qi along which the tangent vector changes from approximatelydx

ds (q−i ) to approx-
imately dx

ds (q+
i ). The greatest lower bound of the contribution to total curvature

along this disappearing arc equalsc(qi).
However, the total curvature of agraph with vertices of valenced(qi) ≥ 3, is

rather ambiguous, as we shall see in the next section.

2. DEFINITIONS OFTOTAL CURVATURE FORGRAPHS

When we turn our attention to agraphΓ ⊂ Rn, we notice that the above def-
inition for valenced(q) = 2 does not generalize in any obvious way to higher
valence. Whatever the definition of total curvatureC(Γ), in order to correspond
with our intuition, we might reasonably expect it to satisfy conditions such as the
following:

(geom): C(Γ) is the total mass of a Borel measureκ on Γ, where for any
open setU ⊂ Γ, κ(U) depends only onU and not onΓ\U , in anO(n)−
invariant and translation-invariant manner;

(curve): C(Γ) is consistent with equation (1) when all vertices ofΓ have va-
lence2;

(scal): C is invariant under homotheties ofRn; and
(lsc): C is lower semi-continuous, i.e.C(Γ) ≤ lim sup C(Γk) wheneverΓk is

a sequence of graphs with homeomorphismsΓ → Γk converging uniformly
to the identity.

It turns out that these four natural conditions allow a wide variety of notions of
total curvature for graphs (see Theorem 1 below). In particular, we may consider
four naturally occuring definitions of total curvature:
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(vc) In the calculus of variations, a natural notion of total curvature is thevaria-
tional total curvatureVC(Γ), which may be defined as the least upper bound of
the first variation of length over variation vector fields having pointwise norm≤ 1
[AA]. As the specific choice forc(q) in equation (1), this means that one should
use

vc(q) :=

∥∥∥∥∥
d∑

i=1

Ti

∥∥∥∥∥ ,

where{T1, . . . , Td} are the unit tangent vectors toΓ atq, pointing into thed = d(q)
edges withq as endpoint (thanks to Bill Allard). Note thatVC(Γ) satisfies(geom),
(scal)and(lsc)but not(curve).

(mc) The notion ofmaximal total curvatureMC(Γ) is defined withmc(q), which
includesall d(d−1)

2 exterior angles at a vertex of valenced. That is,

mc(q) :=
∑

1≤i<j≤d

arccos〈Ti,−Tj〉.

This time,MC(Γ) satisfies all four conditions defined above, although for some
purposes it may be unreasonably large.

(tc) In my previous work with Sumio Yamada on the density of an area-minimizing
rectifiable setΣ spanningΓ, we found that it was very useful to apply the Gauss-
Bonnet formula to the cone, with a pointp of Σ as vertex, over an Euler circuit
of the double ofΓ [GY1] (see also the next sections of this paper). The relevant
notion of total curvature in that context iscone total curvatureCtot(Γ), defined
usingtc(q) as the choice forc(q) in equation (1):

tc(q) := sup
e∈S2

{
d∑

i=1

(π

2
− arccos〈Ti, e〉

)}
.

Note that in the cased(q) = 2 of topological curves, the supremum above is as-
sumed at vectorse lying in the smaller angle between the tangent vectorsT1 and
T2 to Γ, so thattc(q) is then the exterior anglec(q) at q. ThusCtot(Γ) satisfies
condition(curve). In fact, conditions(geom), (scal)and(lsc) are satisfied as well.
The main result of [GY1] is that2π times the density ofΣ at any of its points is
at most equal toCtot(Γ). The same result had been proved by Eckholm, White
and Wienholtz for the case of a simple closed curve [EWW]. In this case, taking
Σ to be the branched immersion of the disk given by Douglas [D1] and Radó [R],
it follows that if Ctot(Γ) ≤ 4π, thenΣ is embedded and thereforeΓ is unknot-
ted. That is, [EWW] provided an independent proof of the Fáry-Milnor theorem.
Nonetheless, due in particular to the lack of knowledge of boundary regularity
for area-minimizing rectifiable sets enclosingΓ, no conclusion about the isotopy
classes of graphs follows from the results of [GY1].

To state matters another way, the results of [GY1] do not provide any conclu-
sions about the “unknottedness” of a graph under conditions onCtot(Γ). Moreover,
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there does not appear to be any such result in the literature, whether or not related
to minimal surfaces, nor an appropriate definition of total curvature of a graph.
Yamada and I will shed some light on this situation in [GY2]; the present paper is
an outline of some of the results and their consequences. A number of mathemati-
cians have largely succeeded in extending the purely topological theory of knots
(which does not include total curvature), such as the theory of Reidemeister moves,
to graphs; see for example [Ka] and [Y].

We now have three competing notionsVC(Γ),MC(Γ) andCtot(Γ) for total cur-
vature of a graph; a fourth notion, callednet total curvature, will be introduced in
the next section, and turns out to be much more closely related to the problem of
isotopy of graphs.

As indicated above, it turns out that notions of total curvature satisfying the
natural conditions mentioned are extremely general:

Theorem 1. For each integerd ≥ 2, let fd : [0, π]d(d−1)/2 → [0,∞) be any
Lipschitz continuous, symmetric function, with Lipschitz norm at most1. Define
the contribution to total curvature at a vertexq of valenced, with unit tangent
vectorsT1, . . . , Td pointing into the edges ofΓ at q, as

cc(q) = fd

(
dSn−1(T1, T2), dSn−1(T1, T3), . . . , dSn−1(Td−1, Td)

)
.

Then

(2) CC(Γ) :=
N∑

i=1

cc(qi) +
∫

Γreg

|~k| ds

satisfies conditions(geom), (curve), (scal)and(lsc)above.

Proof. Condition (geom) follows readily from the definition ofcc(q), since
the spherical distancedSn−1(Ti, Tj) is invariant under the groupO(n) of isome-
tries of Rn. Observe that the integrand|~k| ds is invariant under homotheties of
Rn; condition(scal) follows. Condition(curve) requires only the specific choice
f2(x) = π−x, so thatcc(q) is the exterior anglec(q). It was observed in [Mi] that
condition(lsc) implies condition(curve). The lower semi-continuity(lsc) will be
shown in [GY2].

3. NET TOTAL CURVATURE OF A GRAPH

We next introduce the notion ofnet total curvature N (Γ), which is the appro-
priate definition for generalizingto graphsMilnor’s approach to the total curvature
of curves. For each unit tangent vectorTi at a vertexq, 1 ≤ i ≤ d = d(q), let
χi : S2 → {−1,+1} be equal to−1 on the hemisphere with center atTi, and+1
on the opposite hemisphere (values along the equator, which has measure zero, are
arbitrary). We then define

(3) nc(q) :=
1
4

∫
S2

[
d∑

i=1

χi(e)

]+

dAS2(e).
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In the cased(q) = 2, the integrand is positive (and equals 2) only on the set of unit
vectorse which have a negative inner product with bothT1 andT2 (up to measure
zero). This set is a lune bounded by semi-great circles orthogonal toT1 and toT2,
and has spherical area equal to twice the exterior angle. So in this case,nc(q) is
the exterior anglec(q).

We would like to explain how the net total curvatureN (Γ) of a graph is related
to more familiar notions of total curvature. Recall that a graphΓ has an Euler
circuit (a closed path which traverses each edge ofΓ exactly once) if and only if its
vertices all have even valence; this theorem of Euler is given an elementary proof in
[O]. Of course, we do not have the hypothesis of even valence. We can attain that
hypothesis for thedoubleΓ̃ of Γ: the graph with the same vertices asΓ, but with
twocopies of each edge ofΓ. Then at each vertexq, the valence as a vertex ofΓ̃ is
d̃(q) = 2 d(q), which is even. By Euler’s theorem, the doubleΓ̃ of Γ has an Euler
circuit Γ′, which may be thought of as a closed path which traverses each edge of
Γ exactly twice. Now at each of the points{q1, . . . , qd} of Γ′ which are mapped
to a vertexq ∈ Γ of valenced = d(q), we may consider the exterior anglec(qi).
One-half the sum of these exterior angles, however, depends on the choice of the
Euler circuitΓ′. For example, ifΓ is the union of thex-axis and they-axis inR3,
then one might chooseΓ′ to have four right angles, or to have four straight angles,
or two right and two straight, with completely different results. In order to form a
version of total curvature at a vertexq which depends only on the original graphΓ
and not on the choice of Euler circuitΓ′, it is necessary to consider some exterior
angles as partially balancing others. In the example just considered, whereΓ is the
union of two orthogonal lines, opposite angles will balance each other completely,
so thatnc(q) = 0, regardless of the choice of Euler circuit of the double.

The nature of net total curvature is clearer when it is localized onS2, analo-
gously to [Mi]. In the cased(q) = 2, Milnor observed that the exterior angle at
the vertexq equals one-half the area of the set ofe ∈ S2 such that the linear func-
tion 〈e, ·〉, restricted toΓ, has a local maximum atq. In our case, we would like
to describenc(q) as one-half the integral over the sphere of the positive part of
nlm(e, q), the number ofnet local maxima, which is the difference of the number
of local maxima and the number of local minima at the points{q1, . . . , qd}.

We need to show that ∫
S2

[nlm(e, q)]+ dAS2(e)

is independent of the choice of Euler circuit, and in fact is equal to2 nc(q); this will
follow from another way of computingnlm(e, q), in the next section (see Corollary
2 below).

4. SOME COMBINATORICS

Definition 1. Let an Euler circuitΓ′ of the double ofΓ be given. Then a vertexq
of Γ corresponds to a numberd(q) of vertices ofΓ′, whered(q) is the valence of
q as a vertex ofΓ. If q ∈ Γ is not a vertex, then we may considerq as a vertex of
valenced(q) = 2. Let lmax(e, q) be the number of local maxima of〈e, ·〉 along
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Γ′ at points overq, and similarly letlmin(e, q) be the number of local minima.
Finally, define the number ofnet local maximaof 〈e, ·〉 at q to benlm(e, q) =
1
2 [lmax(e, q)− lmin(e, q)].

Remark 1. The definition ofnlm(e, q) refers to a choice of the Euler circuitΓ′ of
the double ofΓ; but Γ′ is not unique, and indeedlmax(e, q) and lmin(e, q) may
depend on the choice ofΓ′. However, we shall see in Corollary 1 below that the
numbernlm(e, q) of net local maxima is in fact independent of the choice ofΓ′.

I have included the factor12 in the definition ofnlm(e, q) in order to agree with
the difference of the numbers of local maxima and minima alongΓ itself, in those
cases (such asd(q) = 2) where these numbers are unambiguously defined.

I shall assumefor the rest of this section that a unit vectore has been chosen,
and that the linear function〈e, ·〉 has only a finite number of critical points along
Γ; this excludese from a subset ofS2 of measure zero. I shall also assume that
that the graphΓ is subdivided to include among the vertices all critical points of
the linear function〈e, ·〉, with of course valenced(q) = 2 if q is an interior point
of one of the original edges ofΓ. For intuition, I think of the vectore as pointing
“up”.

Definition 2. Choose a unit vectore. At a pointq ∈ Γ of valenced = d(q), let the
upvalenced+ = d+(e, q) be the number of edges ofΓ with endpointq on which
〈e, ·〉 is greater than〈e, q〉. Similarly, let thedownvalenced−(e, q) be the number
of edges with endpointq along which〈e, ·〉 is less than its value atq. Note that
d(q) = d+(e, q) + d−(e, q).

Lemma 1. (Combinatorial Lemma) nlm(e, q) = 1
2 [d−(e, q)− d+(e, q)].

The proof of this Lemma will be given in [GY2]. The reader may find it instruc-
tive to consider the example of a vertexq ∈ Γ with d+(e, q) = 2 andd−(e, q) = 3,
and various choices for the (local) Euler circuitΓ′ of the double ofΓ. Many of the
45 choices forΓ′ will be seen to be equivalent in terms of “up” and “down” edges.

Corollary 1. The number of net local maximanlm(e, q) is independent of the
choice of Euler circuitΓ′ of the double ofΓ.

Proof. Given a directione ∈ S2, the upvalence and downvalenced±(e, q) at a
vertexq ∈ Γ are defined independently of the choice ofΓ′.

Corollary 2. nc(q) = 1
2

∫
S2

[
nlm(e, q)

]+
dAS2 .

Proof. Considere ∈ S2. In the definition (3) ofnc(q), χi(e) = ±1 whenever
±〈e, Ti〉 < 0. But the number of1 ≤ i ≤ d with ±〈e, Ti〉 < 0 equalsd∓(e, q), so
that

d∑
i=1

χi(e) = d−(e, q)− d+(e, q) = 2 nlm(e, q)

by Lemma 1.
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Definition 3. For a graphΓ ⊂ R3 ande ∈ S2, themultiplicity µ(e) = µΓ(e) :=∑
{nlm+(e, q) : q a vertex of Γ}.

Recall that we are including among the vertices all critical points of the linear
function 〈·, e〉 alongΓ. Thusµ(e) ∈ 1

2Z may be described as half the number of
net local maximum points along (any choice of)Γ′.

Theorem 2.

N (Γ) =
1
2

∫
S2

µ(e) dAS2(e).

The proof of Theorem 2 is related to [Mi], esp. p. 253, and will be presented in
[GY2].

5. NET TOTAL CURVATURE OF THE THETA GRAPH

I shall discuss in this section a particularly simple homeomorphism type of
graphs: there are only two verticesq±, and three edgesa1, a2, a3 with ∂ai =
{q+, q−}, i = 1, 2, 3. This is the graph of a lower-case theta in the normal printed
form θ, and is called thetheta graph. Thestandard theta graphin R3 is the (iso-
topy class of) a planar circle plus one diameter. Note that not all theta graphs inR3

are isotopic: for example,a1 ∪ a2 might be knotted.
For theta graphs, the notion of net total curvature allows us to draw conclusions

analogous to the Fenchel theorem and the Fáry-Milnor theorem, which were proved
for Γ homeomorphic toS1:

Theorem 3. SupposeΓ ⊂ R3 is a theta graph. ThenN (Γ) ≥ 3π. If N (Γ) < 4π,
thenΓ is isotopic inR3 to the standard theta graph.

Note thatN (Γ) < 4π does not implyN (Γ0) < 4π for subgraphsΓ0 of Γ.
Proof. We first show the Fenchel-typelower bound. Consider anye ∈ S2 and

the linear function〈·, e〉 alongΓ. We need to show thatµ(e) ≥ 3/2, from which
Theorem 2 implies thatN (Γ) ≥ 3π.

If the maximum occurs at a vertex, sayq+, thennlm(e, q+) = 3/2. Namely, at
each of the three verticesq+

1 , q+
2 , q+

3 of Γ′ corresponding toq+, 〈·, e〉 has a (global
hence local) maximum. It follows in this case thatµ(e) ≥ 3/2.

Now suppose the maximum occurs at an interior pointqmax of one of the origi-
nal edges ofΓ; thennlm(e, qmax) = 1. Then for values oft slightly smaller than
tmax := maxΓ〈·, e〉, there are exactly two points where〈·, e〉 takes the valuet. As
t decreases towardtmin := minΓ〈·, e〉, the cardinality of the fibers of〈·, e〉 must
change from two to at least three, since otherwiseΓ would be homeomorphic to
S1. If this cardinality increases at another critical pointqcrit 6= q±, thenqcrit is a
local maximum point andµ(e) ≥ nlm(e, qmax)+nlm(e, qcrit) ≥ 2, contrary to hy-
pothesis. The remaining possibility is that the cardinality increases at a vertex, say
q+. Since the cardinality is increasing, we have the downvalenced−(e, q+) strictly
greater than the upvalence atq+. By the Combinatorial Lemma 1,nlm(e, q+) ≥
1/2, and in this case also, we haveµ(e) ≥ nlm(e, qmax)+nlm(e, q+) ≥ 3/2. This
shows that for any theta graphΓ,N (Γ) ≥ 3π.
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We next turn our attention to the Fáry-Milnor typeupper bound, and assume
N (Γ) < 4π. By Theorem 2, sinceS2 has area4π, it follows that there exists
e0 ∈ S2 with µ(e0) < 2. Sinceµ(e0) is a half-integer, we haveµ(e0) = 3/2 by
the above discussion.

We shall show that there are at most two pointsq ∈ Γ, either vertices or critical
points, withnlm(e0), q) > 0. The linear function〈·, e0〉 has a maximum at a point
qmax, with nlm(e0, qmax) = 1 or 3/2 according asd(qmax) = 2 or 3. If there is a
second point withnlm(e0, q) > 0, thennlm(e0, qmax) = 1 andnlm(e0, q) = 1

2 ,
which implies thatq is a vertex, sayq+, with d+(q+) = 1,d−(q+) = 2 and
d(q+) = 3.

Observe that for anye ∈ S2,
∑

q nlm(e, q) = 0; in fact the number of local
maxima alongΓ′ is equal to the number of local minima. It follows thatµ(−e0) =∑

[nlm(e0, q)]− = 3/2. We may apply the argument above, replacinge0 with
−e0, to show that eithernlm(e0, qmin) = −3/2 andnlm(e0, q) ≥ 0 elsewhere; or
nlm(e0, qmin) = −1 and and there is a second point, which must be a vertex, say
q−, with nlm(e0, q

−) = −1
2 .

Thus, according to Lemma 1, there are four cases, depending on the numbers
d(qmax) andd(qmin) ∈ {2, 3}, for the cardinality#(e0, t) of the fiber{q ∈ Γ :
〈e0, q〉 = t} as t decreases fromtmax to tmin. Write t± := 〈q±, e0〉. The four
cases, listed by(d(qmax),d(qmin)), are:

(3,3): #(e0, t) ≡ 3, tmin < t < tmax.
(3,2): #(e0, t) = 3 for t− < t < tmax;#(e0, t) = 2 for tmin < t < t−.
(2,3): #(e0, t) = 2 for t+ < t < tmax; #(e0, t) = 3 for tmin < t < t+. .
(2,2): #(e0, t) = 2 for t+ < t < tmax and fortmin < t < t−; #(e0, t) = 3 for

t− < t < t+.

In each of these four cases, we shall show thatΓ is isotopic inR3 to a planar
graph with the same values of〈e0, ·〉. Let us consider the fourth case(2, 2) in
detail, and observe that the other three cases follow in a similar fashion.

Write P (t) for the plane ofR3 defined by{x ∈ R3 : 〈e0, x〉 = t}.
In the fourth case we haved(qmin) = 2 = d(qmax), and there are distinct heights

tmin < t− < t+ < tmax where#(e0, t) changes value from2 to 3 and back again
to 2.

For t− < t < t+, there are#(e0, t) = 3 points inΓ ∩ P (t). One of the three
edges ofΓ, saya2, lies entirely in the closed slab betweenP (t−) andP (t+). As
t → t±, two of the points converge from a well-defined direction, since the three
unit tangent vectors atq± are distinct. Lettingt decrease fromt = t+, there is
an isotopy of the planeP (t), varying continuously witht, so that the three points
of Γ ∩ P (t) become collinear, with the edgea2 meetingP (t) at the middle point
of the three collinear points. After a further isotopy inR3, we may achieve that
P (t) ∩ Γ ⊂ Q for some planeQ in R3 transverse to the planesP (t).

For t > t+ and fort < t−, we may continuously rotate and translate the planes
P (t) so that this top portion and this bottom portion ofΓ each lie insideQ.
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Now that we have shownΓ is isotopic to a planar graph, we may find a further
isotopy of the planeQ which deformsΓ into a circle with one chord. That is,Γ is
isotopic to the standard theta graph.

It should be noted that the same proof does not hold whenΓ has the homeomor-
phism type of a circle withtwo disjoint, parallel chords. Of course, the Fenchel-
type lower bound forN (Γ) is larger than3π, namely4π. However, this graph
may be embedded intoR3 so that it is not isotopic to a planar graph, but so that a
particular vectore0 has the minimum valueµ(e0) = 2.

There remains a challenging question to determine the Fáry-Milnor type lower
bound for the net total curvature of graphs inR3 of any specific homeomorphism
type which are not isotopic to a standard embedding of that graph.
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